Student Campus Computing Committee (SC3)
Meeting Notes
Tuesday, February 5, 2019
Education, Building 02, Room 024 at 12:10 – 1pm

Present: Camron Dennler, Chairperson
Nicole Hill, CENG
Michael Brazil, OCOB
Abi Rahman - Davies, CLA
Matt Borda, CAFES
Carter Terranova, CAED
Matthew Wallace, Tech Group 2

Steven Pineda, Tech Group 1
Alison Robinson, AVP for ITS
Kathryn Hammer, ITS
Sarah Rutland, DRC
Jasmin Fashami, President for ASI
Shannon Joesting, ITS
Amy Schwartz, ITS

Absent: Isabella Roldan, CSM
Will Sambar, ASI Rep
Jacqueline Aenlle, Graduate Student
Christine Bassett, Kennedy Library

Next meeting: March 5, 2019 12:10 – 1pm, Building 02-024

I. Approval of Meeting Notes from January 2018
   Approved with correction to Action Item “…a resolution for a new LMS.”

II. Survey for ITS Service Catalog
    Shannon and Amy introduced the ITS Service Catalog project. Shared results from the
    survey. Results indicate that in-person help is most preferred and that there is interest in
    online forums. Shannon and Amy are gathering more information about student personas at
    Cal Poly. Discussion continued about the first-year persona and the post-first year persona.
    Members provided feedback about the persona descriptions. Shannon and Amy will return
    in March to share a project update and preview the new site design.

III. Membership for Winter Quarter
     Matt Borda is a new SC3 member to represent CAFES.

IV. Process for Drafting a Resolution
    Jasmin shared that the Student Success Fee (SSF) Funding Proposal request 2018/2019 for a
    “Unified Mobile Application Platform” was approved and is waiting for final approval from
    the President. The proposal asked for $321,000 for a new mobile app, including the set up
    and two years of maintenance.
Students want a mobile-friendly learning management system (LMS) to be included in the new mobile app. Jasmin recommended talking with Academic Affairs about a new LMS before preparing a resolution. Conversation continued about the advantages of changing the LMS. 13 CSU’s and the California Community Colleges use something other than Moodle.

Alison reviewed the SSF Funding Proposal for the new mobile app. Reviewed examples of the direct impact on student success, i.e. parking, financial aid, test scores, etc. Discussed an implementation timeline (high level) and dependencies. ITS will share updates with SC3 and the ASI President, and will work closely with SC3 to gather input about student needs for the mobile app.

**Action Items:**
1. Introduce to ITMC the need for a new mobile LMS within the new mobile app - Camron
2. Get list of CSU schools that adopted Canvas - Alison
3. Find out if data is available for how well Canvas was adopted/received at CSU’s and community colleges - Alison